INVITATION TO TENDER FOR THE DELIVERY OF
„Powder coating bonding system”
Tychy, 13.10.2016
1. The Contracting
Authority
2. Project title

3. Object of the
contract

Pulverit Polska Sp. z o.o.
Start of production of innovative coating powder for a short time thermosetting
and low temperature cure, characterized by excellent physical properties.
CPV: 42000000-6

Whole “Bonding System” for POWDER COATINGS, made by:
BONDING MACHINE
- Total Volume: 1000 l.
- Size
: 400 Kg/batch (bulk density 0,5 Kg/l.)
HORIZONTAL COOLER
- Total Volume: 3600 l.
- A.C. Motor, controlled by frequency changer.
- Size suitable to homogenize 3 batches processed by bonding machine.
- Total quantity: 1200 Kg.
HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM, INCLUDING CONTROL UNITS, CHILLER AND
HEAT EXCHANGERS
INERTING ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM by continuous flush-out of Nitrogen inside
processing container during work, including pipes, valves and pressure
regulators.
Total Nitrogen use gauge monitored on control board.
% OXIGEN ANALYZER.
MOBILE HOPPER FOR FEEDING ALUMINIUM PIGMENT:
N. 1 hopper, size 75 or 60 l.
N. 2 hopper, size 30 l.
- VIBRATING SIFTER
- DOSING AND WEIGHTING PACKAGING LINE
-Centrifugal electro-extractor fan (Dust collector fitted by self-cleaning bag
filters bags) with ATEX certification zone 22 (ex II 3D), flow rate 9000 m 3/Hr.
- SCALE POSITIONING FLUSH FLOOR
ATEX ZONA EX 1, 21
- Platform: 1.000 X 1.000 MM.
- Range : 150 Kg
- Accuracy : 10 gr
- INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTOR FAN
ZONE 21 - MARKING: II 2D Ex tb IIIC T 135°C Db IP 64
Trolley version with continuous discharge in bag.
Engine type :
induction motor and lateral channels blower
single-stage serial blower

power supply 400 V three-phase
Installed power KW 3,4 - HP 4,6
Power reduced to 3,4 KW to comply with ATEX regulation
Depression 3200 mmH2O
Air-flow rate 320 m3/Hr.
- Grounding System Device according ATEX 94/9/CE legislation

4. Conditions for
participation in the
proceedings

5. The criteria of
assessment

The Offering Parties must fulfill the following conditions must be in order to
participate:
- have the knowledge and experience necessary for the order execution
- have the required technical know-how and professional staff able to execute
the order.
In order to enable the Ordering Party to estimate the fulfillment of the above
mentioned conditions, the Offering Parties are expected to attach to the offer
the list of minimum 7 deliveries of identical or similar products to industrial plants
in Europe executed within the last 24 months.
a)Technical parameters up to you to get the 70
points of which:
- 30 points.
for the shortest duration of
the production process
- 20 points. autoregulation Weight: 45%
of device in order to receive A method of evaluating:
optimal temperature of the
(the best evaluated offer which is being
process
- 10 points. the ability to verified) *45 = number of points
produce small batches
without the cooling device
horizontally (by poj.3600 l)
- 10 points. ease of use
control panel

a) Net price (price including
transport, check and startup costs)

6. Requirements for
the content of the
offer

Weight: 30%
A method of evaluating:
(the price of the cheapest offer/price of the
offer which is being verified) *30 = number of
points

Weight: 25%
A method of evaluating:
(proposed percentage of the net price of the
b) Terms of payment
particular examined offer after delivery of the
device(machine)/highest percentage of the
net price after delivery of the device) * 25 =
number of points
Minimum requirements of the offer:
- Contact data of the Offering Party (full names and postal address, the
number of National Court Register or the number of another

7. Form and place of
submitting the offer

appropriate register, e-mail address and phone number of the contact
person)
- preparation date and expiry date of the offer
- total net price
- payment conditions
- delivery conditions (delivery date)
- warranty conditions
- list of deliveries (as per the requirement of the Point 4 hereby).
The offer can be submitted in two ways:
- In electronic form to the following email address: offer@pulverit.pl
- In traditional way sending letter by post to the office: Pulverit Polska Sp. z
o.o., ul. Strefowa 16, 43-100 Tychy

8. Deadline of
submitting the offer

The offer can be submitted up to 18.11.2016, 12:00

9. Person
responsible of
dealing with the
tenderers (Point of
contact)

Grzegorz Grzesiczak tel. +48 722015015 e-mail: g.grzesiczak@pulverit.pl

10. Exclusion from
participation in the
proceedings

In order to avoid conflicts of interest, entities associated with the
Purchaser/Ordering party personally or financially are excluded from
participation In the proceedings.
Through capital ties or personal ties we meant the interactions between the
Purchaser/Ordering party or persons authorized to enter into commitments on
behalf of the Purchaser/Ordering party or persons performing on behalf of the
Purchaser/Ordering party activities associated with the preparation and
conducting the procedure for selecting the contractor and the contractor, in
particular by:
a) participation in the company as a partner or partnership,
b) own at least 10% of the shares, fulfilling the function of a member of the
supervisory or management, proxy,
d) remaining married in consanguinity or affinity in a straight line, second-degree
consanguinity or affinity of the second degree in the collateral line or by adoption
or guardianship.

11. Defining
conditions for
changes in the
agreement caused
by the conducted
proceedings (if it is
proposed to change)
(in case of any
changes)

It does not foresee the possibility of changing the conditions of the agreement
concluded as a result of the conduct in relation to the content of the offer, under
which the selection was made

